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Issues to Expect
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Internal Revenue Manual (“IRM”), Part 4 establishes the guidelines for examination

of Returns

IRM Section 4.25 applies to the examination of estate and gift tax returns

Policy Statement 4-21, Selection of Returns for Examination, states that the primary

objective in selecting returns for examination is to promote the highest degree of

voluntary compliance on the part of the taxpayers. IRM section 4.25.3.1.1

Classifiers are required to identify any significant tax and compliance issues. IRM

section 4.25.3.4.1

This sets the stage for all estate and gift tax audits. They are looking for what they

call, “large, unusual, and questionable” (“LUQ”) issues that indicate significant issues

of noncompliance. See, eg, IRM section 4.10.3.



Issues to Expect
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There is a lot of overlap between issues developed for estate tax audits and

gift tax audits. Some issues are estate or gift specific.

(1) Family Limited Partnerships (“FLPs”) and LLCs (“FLLCs”)

(2) Valuation issues/discounts, particularly as applied to closely held

business interests

(3) Lifetime transactions that support estate inclusion (sales, certain FLPs,

etc.)

(4) Large deductions

(5) Loans to family members

(6) Unreported gifts, asset tracing from first spouse to die





FLPs and FLLCs
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Pronounced “flips” and “flicks”. Family owned companies that look more like

estate planning tools than businesses.

For gifts, its mainly valuation. And especially discounts.

For estates, in addition to valuation, expect the IRS to argue over the

application of section 2036. This is a standard play.

Be prepared to document all entity formalities, and have a compelling story

for why this business was established. We all should have clear evidence

supporting the significant and legitimate nontax reasons our clients set these

up.



Valuation
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Valuation is where most adjustments are made. Valuation is a question of

fact. It’s equal parts art and science.

IRS estate tax attorneys should engage their in-house valuation business

unit, “engineering” but they don’t always do this.

A big focus is on discounts for holding companies. But they also often look

into aggressive positions taken for operating companies (DCF issues, tax

affecting, etc.).

Aside from business interests, the IRS will often challenge valuation of

promissory notes and fractional interests. These are also under the umbrella

of “valuation discounts.”



Large Deductions
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These are always on the list of hot issues, because the IRS always wants to

at least verify extremely large amounts deducted from the estate. Primarily

section 2053 deductions.

If a deduction is large, unusual or questionable, an estate tax return is

probably getting audited.

Estimated contingent liabilities will most likely be disallowed. File a

protective claim to deduct them once no longer contingent.

Charitable deduction issues are being raised more frequently – valuation of

what the charity receives, lead trust issues, private foundation issues.

(6) Unreported gifts, asset tracing from first spouse to die



Loans to Family Members
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Sale notes owed by family members or formerly grantor trusts included in

estate as assets.

Valued at face when loan is made under section 7872. Valued at a net

present value as an asset later under 20.2031-4 regulations.

The IRS sees this as a whipsaw and unfair.

They may argue that the loan was actually a gift, and if not reported during

life, they can assess gift tax.

Or they may argue that the note has to be valued at face. They have legal

and valuation arguments here. So they may not need engineering to help.



Unreported gifts, asset tracing
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This is usually an estate issue. The IRS will review accounts and look for

large transfers. They should do this in virtually every case.

Recently, the IRS has been focusing on issues relating to marital trusts.

CCA 202118008 – application of section 2519.



Avoiding Audit Triggers
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Recall they are looking for “LUQs” that indicate significant issues of noncompliance.

Now we get to where they are looking for these LUQs. This happens at classification.

The process whereby a team of Campus and field estate tax attorneys, estate tax

managers, lead estate tax attorneys, paralegals and transfer tax technicians review

all schedules on all estate and gift tax returns that met the initial screening criteria to

identify any issues for examination. IRM 4.25.1.1.4

Estate and gift tax returns are reviewed at least once by an estate tax attorney.

It’s a marathon, not a sprint.



Avoiding Audit Triggers
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Prior to classification, each attorney receives a list of issues the IRS is looking for.

Valuation discounts, family limited partnerships, split dollar life insurance, and related

party loans are almost always on the estate tax list.

The gift tax issue list used to include all of the valuation and partnership issues as

well as split dollar, and also things like Wandry clauses, and excessive application of

the annual exclusion for gifts of FLP or FLLC interests (they may have dropped this

recently).

They also have special classification projects, and a few years ago, they were

concerned with abuses in GRATs. Informal discussions with IRS employees and my

own experience indicates that this has shifted to perceived abuses with sales to

IDGTs.



Avoiding Audit Triggers
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Understanding your audience, their time constraints, and what they are looking for

can help minimize the risk of being classified for examination.

A return that is well prepared, easy to follow, and doesn’t contain obvious errors or

sloppiness is much more likely to be reviewed quickly and accepted as filed. Follow

the instructions on the form. Do not include unnecessary schedules. Attach all

required documents - missing documents will be removed to a section of the

classification site for “perfection.”

Make positions such as valuation discounts easy to find, even if they are aggressive

positions. The IRS will find them, and if they are difficult to find, the classifying

attorney has already spent too much time on your file.

For discounts, hogs get fed, pigs get slaughtered. Some practitioners think it’s better

to take an aggressive discount, because when the IRS splits the baby, you get a

better outcome. I disagree. A 39% overall discount may not even get classified, a

49% discount almost always will. Exam’s final discount will not depend on how high

our starting point was. So, pay for a high quality appraisal. It pays dividends.



Avoiding Audit Triggers
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Adequately disclose sales on gift tax returns.

Reg. 301.6501(c) provides gift tax safe-harbors. Only applies to assessment of gift

tax or consumption of exemption due to life time transfers.

Estate tax implications of disclosing lifetime sales is unclear. Certainly they can’t

assess gift tax if time-barred. Can they apply section 2036 to the sale?





Protecting the Burden of Proof
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Background
Presumption: Determinations made by the IRS during an audit are correct. Tax Court 

Rule 142(a)(1).

Burden of Proof: Preponderance of the evidence (51%)

Two elements of Burden of Proof:

• Burden of Production → The bearer must show a minimal amount of evidence to 

avoid summary judgment.

• Burden of Persuasion → The bearer must show that it is more likely than not that 

his position is correct on substantive grounds.

Default Rule: The taxpayer has the burden of production and persuasion



Protecting the Burden of Proof
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Exceptions
Fraud (IRC Section 7454(a)):

• Burden of Persuasion: IRS

• Burden of Production: IRS

New Matter (Tax Court Rule 142(a)):

• Burden of Persuasion: IRS

• Burden of Production: IRS

Naked Assessment:

• Burden of Persuasion: Taxpayer

• Burden of Production: IRS

Substantial Omissions:

• Burden of Persuasion: IRS

• Burden of Production: IRS



Protecting the Burden of Proof
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IRC Section 7491

IRC Section 7491 shifts the Burden of Proof to the IRS. This rule only applies if the 

taxpayer:

• Produces credible evidence as to disputed factual issue;

• Complies with substantial requirements;

• Has maintained all required records;

• Has cooperated with all reasonable IRS requests for witnesses, documents, 

meetings, interviews; AND

• If business entity or trust, has met certain net worth limitations



Extending the Statute
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Background

Under IRC Section 6501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, the IRS must assess

additional tax and propose penalties no later than 3 years after either a tax return is

filed or the return’s due date, whichever is later.

Estate Tax Return Exceptions:

• Fraudulent Returns (IRC Section 6501(c))

• 25% of Gross Estate (IRC Section 6501(e)(2))

Gift Tax Return Exceptions:

• Fraudulent Returns (IRC Section 6501(c))

• Omitted Items (IRC Section 6501(c)(9))



Extending the Statute
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IRS Policy
It is the policy of the IRS to secure consents to extend the period to assess tax only

in cases involving unusual circumstances. See Rev. Proc. 57-6, 1957-1 C.B. 729.

Whenever a request is made to the taxpayer to consent to extend the period of time

for assessment, the taxpayer has the following rights:

• The right to refuse to extend the period of time for assessment.

• The right to request that the extension be limited to particular issues.

• The right to request that the period for assessment be limited to a particular period

of time, for example, to a specific date.



Extending the Statute
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Extending Assessment of Estate Tax Returns
Under IRC Section 6501(c)(4), the three-year limitations period for assessment

cannot be extended with respect to an estate tax return

Extending Assessment of Gift Tax Returns
Under IRC Section 6501(c)(4), the three-year limitations period for assessment can

be extended by agreement of the taxpayer and the IRS if made within the later of

three years from the date the return was due or filed.



Extending the Statute
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Cases For Extending the Statute of Limitations: 

• If the taxpayer wants an appeal to be heard before the Tax Court

• If the case is not sufficiently developed for Appeals to resolve

• If reaching an acceptable resolution is more likely to arise



Extending the Statute
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Cases AGAINST Extending the Statute of Limitations: 

• Interest on additional gift tax liability increases from delay

• Additional issues may be noted when the IRS has file longer

• If sufficient progress is not being made with the IRS attorney in audit and you

believe a better result will arise at a higher level in the process



The Appeals Process
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Beginning Stages

• Every estate and gift tax return is reviewed by an IRS attorney.

• If the IRS attorney identifies issues of noncompliance, the return is selected for

audit.

• Returns that are selected go to a field office, where they are assigned to an

auditor, who also makes a determination about audit potential.

• The goal is to complete an audit, if possible, within 18 months of filing.

• The auditor will come up with a report; if the taxpayer does not agree, a meeting

with the manager can be requested.



The Appeals Process
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Appeals - Undocketed

If an agreement is still not reached, the auditor will send a 30-day letter, giving the

taxpayer the option to agree or to request a conference with Appeals staff on an un-

docketed basis. Appeals automatically accepts un-docketed cases if there is

sufficient time on the statute of limitations for assessment.

.



The Appeals Process
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Appeals - Docketed

If an agreement has not been met, or the taxpayer has not responded after 30 days,

a statutory notice of deficiency will be issued, which gives the taxpayer 90 days from

the notice date to take action.

After receiving the statutory notice of deficiency, the taxpayer can petition the United

States Tax Court where they will either go:

• To appeals on a docketed basis, if they didn't go there at the 30-day letter, and

then to court; or

• To court if they already went to appeals on an un-docketed level.



The Current State of the IRS Initiative
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Recently revamped the IRM to streamline estate and gift audits and provide

consistency. Based on my experience, this has had absolutely zero impact on how

exam handles cases.

Scope of examinations defined in section 4.25.1.4. Note they should address the

classified issues, and they should determine other issues for examination to arrive at

a “substantially correct determination of the tax liability have been considered.” They

are supposed to consult with a manager before adding an exam issue “if possible.”

Policy Statement 4-52 established a general guideline that examination and

processing of returns should be completed within 18 months of the filing date. See

IRM 1.2.1.5.18, Policy Statement 4-52. IRM 4.25.1.7.1(1).

An examiner will make initial taxpayer contact or survey the assigned case within 45

days measured from case receipt. Significant activity is required at least every 45

days.


